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List of Abbreviations 
 

AIS: Automatic Identification System 

CCS: Carbon capture and storage 

CIA: Cumulative impact assessment 

COWRIE: Collaborative Offshore Wind Research into the Environment 

CRINE: Cost Reduction in the New Era 

DECC: Department of Energy and Climate Change  

E&P: Exploration and Production 

EIA: Environmental Impact Assessment 

ES: Environmental Statement 

FLTCS: UK Fisheries offshore oil and gas Legacy Trust fund Limited 

FLOWW: The Fishing Liaison with Offshore Wind and Wet Renewables Group  

HSE: Health and Safety Executive 

IMO: International Maritime Organisation 

MOD: Ministry of Defence 

MPA: Marine Protected Area 

MSFD: Marine Strategy Framework Directive 

NM: Nautical Mile 

NOREL: Nautical and Offshore Renewables Energy Liaison 

O&G: Oil and Gas 

O&M: Operations and Maintenance 

OREDA: Offshore Reliability Data 

ORJIP: Offshore Renewables Joint Industry Programme 

OW: Offshore Wind 

OWCRTF: Offshore Wind Cost Reduction Task Force 

OWI: Offshore Wind Industry 

OWPB: Offshore Wind Programme Board 

SCADA:  Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition  

UKCS: United Kingdom Continental Shelf 

VMS: Vessel Monitoring System
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Chairman and Distinguished Delegates, 
 
 
 
We are greatly indebted to The Crown Estate thanks to whom this Workshop has been made 
possible. We are very sorry that Dermot Grimson, on whose initiative this event has been organised, 
is unable to be with us having been struck down by Salmonella poisoning. We extend our best 
wishes to him for a speedy recovery. We shall miss his moderating and positive presence in to-day’s 
proceedings. We are delighted to welcome Olivia Burgess who will speak on behalf of The Crown 
Estate.  
 
To you, Chairman, we are delighted that you, as the consummate energy specialist, drawing upon 
extensive experience from the two primary Sectors of our Agenda, will guide us objectively towards 
collaborative working in the ultimate achievement of shared goals.  
 
We look forward to exploring the interfaces, relevant issues and responsibilities regarding the many 
challenges faced by the respective offshore industries, fisheries, shipping and those concerned with 
marine environmental protection. We do so because without full understanding and awareness of 
the different elements of subsea, surface and aerial infrastructure which characterises the Sectors 
and their subsequent operational patterns and needs, we have a recipe for potential conflict. This 
calls for collaborative problem diagnosis, anticipation and resolution. The challenge is to identify and 
optimise those conditions that will lead to an effective and sustainable collaborative strategy.  
 
In this, we are very pleased to welcome our delegates from the Fishing industry, from whom we shall 
derive the received wisdom of forty years of successful cooperation with the offshore oil and gas 
industry. There was initially a climate of deep resentment and concern, where an unknown, 
“rapacious and almighty intruder” appeared destined to invade what had been the “Fishermen’s 
Preserve” from prehistoric times. Under the leadership of the late Gilbert Buchan, CBE, President of 
the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation (1978 -1982), and notable pioneering figures from the oil and 
gas industry and eminent government officials and academics, the potentially warring factions came 
together in a spirit of enduring cooperation.  This relationship has matured into an exemplary model 
of mutual understanding and working together.  
 
Our challenge today is to follow the example of co-existence provided by the Fishermen and the 
Offshore Oil and Gas Producers. We are not there yet with offshore renewables and it is accepted 
that we are at the early stages of identifying the spatial, operational and legislative and regulatory 
factors and the inter-relationships that exist between these.  
 
 

Workshop Organiser’s Preface 
W J Cairns, ICOE Editor in Chief 
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This Workshop has been organised to explore the key issues as are seen to affect each of the parties 
in different ways, and to encourage fruitful debate to be recorded in what will be published 
proceedings. At the same time, our Chairman who is the author of the Chapter on “The Interfaces 
between Offshore Oil and Gas and Renewables” in ICOEs forthcoming e-publication, Offshore Oil and 
Gas Operations, Principles and Practice of Environment, Health and Safety Management, is 
immensely interested in the outcomes of this event.  
 
We are pleased to welcome you to the Workshop and do hope everyone will find the day to be fully 
productive and enjoyable.                                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

William Cairns 
 
 
The following slide indicates the structure of the Day’s sessions with 3 Plenaries and 4 breakout 
groups to meet in 3 successive sessions. 
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1 Introduction to the Proceedings 
 

Dermot Grimson, Director of Policy and Strategy, The Crown Estate   

 

 

 

I am pleased to have the opportunity of presenting the findings from the workshop, Exploring the 

Interfaces between Offshore Oil and Gas and Renewables. This workshop was held in St Leonard’s 

Hall on the 27th February 2014 and organised by ICOE Research Ltd on behalf of The Crown Estate in 

collaboration with Professor Paul Mitchell of the Offshore Renewables Institute. It has allowed for 

the synthesis of a cross-section of opinions from a range of organisations contributing to different 

industries including Oil and Gas (O&G), Offshore Wind (OW) and Fisheries. Presentations from key 

stakeholders set the context for the three plenary issues, covering Spatial, Operational and 

Legislative Factors, which were then discussed in depth by all participants during the breakout 

sessions. Breakout group moderators and rapporteurs then collected and collated the points raised 

to allow for the production of this document. 

This report reflects the structure of the workshop with three main sections: Spatial Factors, 

Operational Factors and Legislative Factors. Under each of these headings a summary of the 

presentations given in the plenary sessions is followed by the issues and recommendations raised by 

the breakout groups. Overall, these provide a record of the current collaborative challenges and 

future opportunities facing offshore industries.  

The Crown Estate’s initiation of this workshop came as a response to the opportunities yet to be 

realised in the marine environment. Several challenges, including high costs, environmental issues 

and regulations, are confronting the industries working in our shared seas; however, there are also 

many opportunities for collaboration. Interactions between the users of the marine environment are 

inevitable due to our ambitions for low carbon energy and our increasing demand for oil and gas 

extraction. The recently published Wood review focuses on the Oil and Gas (O&G) industry's need to 

maximize economic returns, as offshore renewables companies are striving to minimise their costs. 

These two parallel dynamics provide a platform for collaboration between the established, and the 

newly emerging industries.  

The aim of this workshop was to invite leading decision-makers and key experts from various 

offshore industries to discuss their concerns regarding marine planning and potential overlaps or 

conflicts. We hope that this platform may serve to identify issues in current practice and promote 

collaboration for the achievement of shared goals. The exchange of knowledge, problem-solving 

skills and expertise in the offshore environment will allow for a more secure offshore industry.   
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1.1 PRESENTATIONS 

1.1.1 Aims of the workshop (Prof Paul Mitchell) 

 

Prof Paul Mitchell – Director (Offshore Renewables Institute) 

There is a large complex of interactions between the offshore oil and gas and renewables industries 

which can be viewed as a series of common challenges and opportunities for joint working to 

increase efficiency and reduce costs. 

Common challenges include: cost reductions, a harsh working environment for man and equipment, 

manpower deployment and skill shortages, regulatory and health & safety regimes, environmental 

issues and harmonious interaction with other users of the sea including navigation and fisheries. 

These challenges present opportunities through sharing experiences to enhance the working 

environment and reduce costs, whilst operating in an environmentally sensitive manner e.g. through 

standardisation of contracts and working practices, optimisation of operations and maintenance 

strategies, sharing data to increase productivity. 

There are many parallels between the two industries to consider and take advantage of e.g. the 

CRINE challenge faced by the oil and gas industry leading to the creation of PILOT; the offshore wind 

industry cost reduction task force leading to the creation of the Offshore Wind Programme Board 

(OWPB). It would be helpful if a common platform was found to facilitate dialogue between the two 

boards for mutual benefit and understanding of the issues they both face. 

The use of the Oil and Gas Offshore Reliability Database (OREDA) as a template for the creation of 

the offshore wind industry's SPARTA database is already being observed. Similar opportunities for 

sharing data on health & safety and emergency response, environmental impacts and mitigation 

strategies should be encouraged. 

There is a plethora of committees, working parties and groups addressing the interaction with 

nautical (E.g. NOREL), fisheries (FLOWW), subsea cables and environmental interests (MSFD, etc.), 

not all of which are visible to one another; this redundancy can lead to potential duplication of effort 

and conflicts of understanding. 

Similarly, the health and safety of offshore oil and gas is managed by the HSE; whereas, for the 

offshore wind, it is managed by two independent bodies; RenewableUK and the G9 Offshore Wind 

Health and Safety Association. 

Clearly there are lessons to be learnt by the offshore wind industry from the experiences of the 

offshore oil and gas industry. As a priority, the first step might be to try and identify the various 

committees and working parties addressing the interactions and find a means to rationalise them 

whilst ensuring that all parties have a voice in the process. This should lead to greater transparency 

and better working practices across all interest groups to ensure safe and healthy, yet productive 

industries working together for the benefit of the wider community. 
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Figure 1: Interfaces among offshore energy industries 
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1.1.2 The Interfaces between Oil & Gas and Renewables (Olivia Burgess) 

 

 

Figure 2: Phases for offshore wind developments 

 

Olivia Burgess – Marine Policy Manager (The Crown Estate) 

The Crown Estate has the responsibility for managing the seabed in the context of the shared use of 

our seas. Its role is underpinned by three values: commercialism, enhancing the value of the marine 

estate; integrity, working closely and transparently with all stakeholders to share knowledge and 

best practice; and stewardship, endeavouring to use the best standards of management and 

sustainable development. The Crown Estate take a proactive approach to Marine Spatial Planning, 

engaging with Statutory Marine Planning Authorities and  Government bodies, regulators and key 

interest groups, such as fisheries  to enable sustainable development on the seabed. As part of this 

asset management role it is essential for The Crown Estate to consider all activities, even those it is 

not responsible for, such as: the water column, fisheries, rights to oil/gas/coal and public rights to 

navigation. A strategic relationship with the DECC helps avoiding conflicts between Oil and Gas and 

Offshore Wind at the planning stage with discussion among developers applying for the use of the 

same space facilitated by both The Crown Estate and DECC. In light of Sir Ian Wood’s report to DECC 

The Crown Estate believes collaboration is key: Offshore Renewables and Oil and Gas both have to 

maximise economic returns to reduce energy costs; cross-sectoral working is essential with growing 

competition for space. 
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2 Plenary Issue 1: Spatial Factors 
 

2.1 PRESENTATIONS 

2.1.1 Competition for the Surface, Seabed and Water Column (Dr Gareth 

Davies, presented by Prof Paul Mitchell in Gareth’s absence) 
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Dr Gareth Davies – Managing Director (Aquatera) 

Currently, a large number of stakeholders and industries are using the same spatially-limited 

environment for their activities. With respect to the O&G and OW industries, this session will focus 

on their interactions and collaborative potential. In Scotland, Oil and Gas activities occupy mainly the 

Central North Sea and the Atlantic margin.  As to the offshore renewables developments, such as 

wave and tidal, they are predominantly found off the West Coast, whilst large offshore wind 

developments are being developed off the East Coast.  

Competition for space means that there are several negative issues associated with interactions 

including: the large footprint of wind and wave developments; and the hazardous navigation for 

tankers and supply vessels. Positive opportunities may also arise through the sharing of 

infrastructure: cable and pipeline corridors, vessel exclusion zones, the power needed for production 

units and device start-ups, which means that new power markets could emerge. Changes to both 

the climate and technology have to be taken into account in order to prepare for the future. For 

example, receding arctic ice will open the Northern Maritime Corridor; the electrification of power 

to oil fields may become more viable; floating wind is already proving viable, possibly expanding 

offshore wind to the Northern and Western Isles; wave and tidal energy reach commerciality; fishing 

practices are changing rapidly; the reuse of offshore platforms for offshore renewables support 

structures, substations and offshore grids should be considered.  

There is an abundance of comprehensive toolkits available to developers including site selection 

tools and models, impact prioritisation tools and stakeholder communication tools, which all allow 

developers to navigate through conflicts effectively.  

In conclusion, we currently have access to high quality data and our understanding about 

interactions offshore has improved along with our management skills. However, in order to use the 

data and skills we have at our disposal to their full potential, in order to overcome conflicts and 

realise opportunities, cooperation and information sharing are essential.  
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2.2 BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION 1: SPATIAL FACTORS 
 

Discussions were framed around the following points: 

 Physical location of all components in relation to other users 

 Prohibitive interfaces 

 Legal framework around spatial planning 

2.2.1 Spatial Planning: What are the practical implications involved in shared 

sea areas? 

 

Offshore Renewables have large spatial footprints; these will most likely raise the navigation hazards 

for fishing fleets, tankers, supply vessels and helicopter activities. Collaborating in these areas can 

allow for coexistence.  

 

Figure 3: Offshore activities in the UK 

Offshore Renewables developments will require a large cable network. There can be positive and 

negative interactions when placed with existing cables and pipelines from the O&G industry. Sharing 

the cable and pipeline corridors would benefit both industries rather than increasing the overall 

competition for space. In addition, an organised layout would simplify trawling activities from 

fisheries and increase the longevity of cable routes. Damages can be mitigated through engagement 

and information sharing to ensure that the fairest solution across industries is implemented. 
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Recommendation: 

 Encourage positive interactions among the various offshore industries such as the sharing of 

cable and pipeline corridor 

 

2.2.2 Legal/Regulatory:  What is the legal framework behind spatial 

planning?  

 

There are a number of regulatory frameworks regarding the spatial planning of O&G and OW 

activities:  

 Scotland’s inshore territorial waters are now subject to Scottish Government powers under 

the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010. 

 Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 – for offshore wind farms (outside 12 NM), and in 

English/ Welsh Territorial Waters.  

 S36 from the Electricity Act (UK 1989) – needed for projects above 1 MW (within 12 NM) and 

for projects above 50 MW beyond 12 NM. Therefore, as technology advances, there is 

confusion as to which projects will require S36 (some floating wind turbines will not be 

subject to S36).  

 Offshore Safety Directive (EC 2013) – all marine industries will need to take this into account 

and monitor their impact on the marine environment (particularly relevant to O&G). This 

directive was issued as a response to the disaster in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010.  

 Marine Protected Areas (Scotland) and Marine Conservation Zones as well as other EU 

regulations such as Habitats and Wild Birds directives, will constrain the space available for 

offshore developments in ecologically sensitive areas.  

Recommendations:  

 Consultation zone around O&G infrastructure can be reduced from 9 NM to as little as 2 NM. 

The Walney Extension has demonstrated that O&G and OW are able to work in close 

proximity. Keeping minimum 500m and 50m restrictions around wells and turbines, 

respectively 

 MOD engagement is needed very early on in both OW and O&G to ensure the absence of 

constraints 
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2.2.3 Fisheries and Renewables: What are the key spatial concerns of the 

fishing industry in relation to renewables? 

 

Issues between OW projects and the fishing industry can arise through a lack of communication from 

the start. This includes the orientation and layout of particular wind farms which were not designed 

with the fishing industry in mind. Safe navigation and trawling through wind farms by fishing vessels 

is possible when knowledge and concerns are shared amongst both industries before developments 

proceed.  Earlier engagement could allow for more flexibility to overcome challenges at a minimal 

cost. Models and simulations predicting navigation risks around planned designs can be employed; 

as these have been utilised elsewhere to good effect.  

New technologies emerging from the Renewable Energy sector such as wave and tidal (Figure 4), 

floating wind turbines and floating cables create an additional unknown in terms of operational and 

spatial flexibility. Information, regarding space/operation of technologies, has to be shared amongst 

the various offshore industries. Lessons can be learned from the fibre optics approach to 

engagement with fisheries groups. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The movement of fisheries in response to new developments creates more uncertainty. Impacts 

from large developments on constrained markets (e.g.: Scallop industry) have to be understood. The 

possible financial costs from displacement of fishing grounds can be significant due to the 

dependence on a particular activity.   

Recommendation: 

 The early engagement of the fishing industry in the development scheme of OW is necessary 

to ensure safety and quick adaptation to new fishing routes and to help reach compromises 

that favour all stakeholders 

Figure 4: Wave and tidal turbines 
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2.2.4 Oil & Gas and Renewables: What are the key spatial concerns of the O&G 

industry in relation to offshore renewables? 

 

As previously highlighted navigation through/around new offshore renewable developments is a key 

concern for O&G. Helicopter emergency routes are also a very important issue that requires 

consideration by all developers.   

Other entrants to offshore marine activities may be in competition for future projects both in terms 

of space and subsidies. Both industries may have concerns as to the effects of future expansion of 

current/future projects.  

The considerable footprint of offshore renewable developments may infringe on future prospects 

for the O&G sector.   

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Interaction between O&G and OW industry 

Recommendations: 

 Joint development of helicopter emergency routes by O&G and OW industries should be 

given a top priority for the navigation safety of helicopters offshore  

 A long-term marine spatial planning approach should be taken. This should take into account 

potential future developments of each industry with their potential overlap, as well as the 

cumulative impacts on the environment  
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3 Plenary 2: Operational Factors 

3.1 PRESENTATIONS 

3.1.1 Challenges facing the Fishing Industry (John Watt) 

 

John Watt – Industry Advisor (Scottish Fishermen’s Federation) 

For fishermen to operate safely, what is out of sight, rather than what can be seen on the surface, 

can be the real issue. If we look at the changes undergone by the North Sea over the years, we see 

how busy the seabed has become. When we overlay the fishing activity, it is difficult to find any 

areas with no activity whatsoever (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Current in offshore spatial activities: O&G (left), O&G and OW (middle), O&G, OW and fishing activities (right) 

Just as the seabed has changed, the vessels that operate on it have also developed. This includes 

modern fleets of vessels, heavier trawlers and larger fishing gear operating at increased speed and 

often in heavier seas with higher wind speeds (Figure 7). The need for information to reduce the 

possibility of snagging in these harsh conditions appears vital. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Changes of fishing fleet from the previous (left) to modern (right) 
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FishSAFE was launched in 1999, and marked a significant step forward for fishermen’s safety, by 

providing accurate, up to date information about all subsea infrastructures on a system, using visual 

and audible alarms to alert vessels of approaching potential hazards. Should snagging occur, the 

skipper would know exactly the nature of the obstacle. This sort of information is vital when 

attempting to recover trawling gear safely back onto the vessel. Regular updates are provided to the 

fisherman every six months through Kingfisher and FLTCS. 

Lessons Learned: 

 Another concern for fishermen is the fouling and recoveries of 

dropped objects, of which the size and weight are unknown 

during the process. The task to untangle a large heavy object 

poses quite a challenge to the safety of the back deck crew.  

 Fishing vessels are mainly designed for deploying and recovering 

fishing gear; dealing with debris raises safety concerns which 

increase when the weather conditions are poor (Figure 8).   

Buried pipelines and/or cables also cause concern for vessels snagging on the hard stiff clay that is 

excavated during installation. Often a lot of time is required for the seabed to recover the pre-

installation conditions. Safe areas/gates can be provided where normal fishing activity can resume 

immediately and safely until full recovery (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Safe area gates for fishing activity 

In order to co-exist, we have to work together, starting with early dialogue, to understand how a 

new development will impact on other sea users, where possible working together to keep the 

impact and inconvenience to a minimum.  

Figure 8: Debris in nets 
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3.1.2 Oil & Gas and Offshore Wind: The potential for happy co-existence 

(Hywel Roberts) 

 

Hywel Roberts – Environment and Consents Manager (DONG energy) 

DONG energy is the 2nd largest UK industrial and commercial gas supplier with a market share of 

11.9%.  Its commitments to the UK are to aid in the growth of offshore wind power and O&G 

exploration and production. Previous wind farm developments include Vindeb, Middelgrundel and 

Horns Rev. This presentation focuses on the Walney Extension; a project where O&G and OW 

industries have collaborated to share the space and operate next to each other while maximising 

profit on both ends.  

 

Figure 10: Collaboration between O&G and OW 

In the Crown Estate Lease (and Agreement for Lease) Oil and Gas Clause, the landlord’s right of 

determination for oil and gas works was intended to give the rights to stop/terminate other 

activities at a 500m radius from the facilities. However, with the inclusion of CAP 764, helicopter 

access zones have increased this right to a 9 NM consultation zone.  

Many tensions have risen from this legislation and have caused friction between the two industries. 

However, there are hopes that they can work together, and entertain a mutually beneficial 

relationship as seen at the Walney Extension (Figure 11). 

Three principles were established prior to negotiations between the two industries: co-existence; 

equal rights for both industries to safely develop in the area, in line with business plans and 

Government policies; maximising returns, avoiding the compensation route and keeping in mind 

that compromise on operational flexibility/costs/timing may be necessary; and ongoing co-

operation, full disclosure between parties about plans and their changes. In order to achieve co-

existence three types of area were defined: sterilised area, reserved for oil and gas (i.e. no wind 

turbines allowed); released area, where no oil and gas facilities are to be installed; and access 

corridor, areas outwith the licence block where no structures will be installed to preserve helicopter 

and vessel access to drilling positions.  Finally, all plans were fully disclosed and maintained the 

regular ongoing operation meetings to discuss concurrent operations, plans, safety and shared 
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services. These processes and considerations ultimately gave both parties an understanding of each 

other's developments and operations allowing for the accommodation of both offshore activities.  

 

 

Figure 11 Layout of Walney Extension 
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3.2 BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION 2: OPERATIONAL FACTORS 
 

Breakout group discussions included, but were not centred on, the following topics: 

 Human Capital – exchange of expertise between workforces of different offshore industries 

 Health & Safety  

 Joint use of infrastructure for all industries 

3.2.1 Government/Renewables/Oil & Gas: Is there a sufficient number of 

professionals in offshore industries? 

 

At present, investments in the O&G industry are at record highs for the last 30 years. However, there 

is a large gap between incoming professionals and well-established experts in the O&G industry. 

Around 33% of respondents to The Global Oil and Gas Workforce Survey announced skill shortage as 

the biggest threat to the industry. 

The industry is calling for multi-disciplinary professionals incorporating a wide breadth of knowledge 

with environmental, engineering and planning skills. Firstly, awareness of UK’s O&G industry will also 

play a role in attracting more young professionals to a career path in the industry. Finally, facilitating 

a transition into the O&G career through internships and training programmes should remain an 

important priority throughout the industry. 

The much talked about transfer of expertise from the 

O&G to the OW industry was generally presented 

during the workshop by way of inter-industry 

collaboration. However, this transfer of expertise 

from the O&G to the OW might seem difficult in 

practice considering that the O&G industry is 

handicapped by the shortage of talent, by an ageing 

workforce and that salaries in the OW industry are 

not as attractive as for the O&G industry.   

Recommendation: 

 Actively encourage and build up the stream of new professionals entering the industry and 

promote increasing awareness of the ongoing activities and opportunities provided by the 

O&G industry in the UK for young engineers and mid-career transferees 
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3.2.2 Legal Regulatory: What are the differences in the application of 

regulations and their compliance between oil and gas, and renewable 

operations? 

 

There is a disparity between the consultation requirements for the O&G and for Offshore 

Renewables. Offshore Renewables are concerned about the more rigorous level of consultation 

required for each development, which may take several years. On the other hand, O&G are able to 

obtain permission within a few months. Overall, the OW industry would like to see an alignment of 

their practice with that of O&G.  One solution could be to establish a mechanism to allow OW to 

engage with O&G developers before the licensing rounds, to avoid a “get in there first” attitude.  

From an OW perspective, EIA costs are too high - some monitoring regimes, advocated by Marine 

Scotland, are perceived to be irrelevant. A partial solution to this problem may be to share 

monitoring work and information between developments in close proximity. This would minimise 

costs and reduce redundancy of work.  

Recommendations: 

 Engagement is needed between OW and O&G developers prior to licencing rounds 

 Minimise monitoring regimes and costs by collaborating with other organisations and 

industries where appropriate 

 

3.2.3 Fisheries and Renewables: Are there operational areas where 

renewables and fisheries can comply and work together? 

 

Existing technology can be used to assist fishing and offshore renewables industries to comply with 

one another and work together. Low level AIS for wind farms would aid fishing vessels with their 

navigation. Compensation strategies by OW could include the supply of AIS technology to smaller 

fishing vessels to reduce navigation hazards.  

Both O&G and OW industries consume large amounts of fuel during their operations for which they 

pay a discounted price. Competitively-priced fuel could also be offered to local fishing fleets 

operating out of the same port or the same area.   

Fishermen may be able to assist the renewables industry with a range of services to help completing 

an Environmental Impact Assessment for planning applications. For example Kilkeel fishermen were 

able to provide guard duties, scientific seabed surveys, studies of submarine fauna and flora, 

shipping traffic data, wind speed surveys and other data as part of their contract with the 

renewables industry.  

Industries involved in offshore activities could calibrate their methods of communication and 

engagement with others. For example, all suspected exposed wires and pipes from the O&G industry 

are currently recorded and communicated among fishing boats. This information could be shared 

along with the Cable and Wireless Act as an early warning system. Opportunities for information 

sharing have been identified by the fishing industry, for example: fishermen’s knowledge of tidal 
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movements and swells could assist renewables developments in the future. In conclusion, industry 

specific and/or local knowledge transfer can resonate throughout other industries. 

Recommendations: 

 Affected fishing vessels by OW activities should be compensated through mechanisms other 

than one-off payments  

 The establishment of a communication platform among the industries (Fisheries and O&G) 

to ensure early detection of faults 

 

3.2.4 Oil & Gas and Renewables: To what extent can OW share O&G 

infrastructure and services? 

 

Infrastructure  

Offshore wind and offshore oil platforms may be working in close proximity; especially if the 9 NM 

consultation zone were to be reduced. Therefore, there may be potential for sharing 

accommodation on O&G offshore platforms with the OW workforce. Safety, insurance and potential 

decommissioning of the platforms would have to be considered during negotiations to ensure a fair 

sharing of costs and responsibilities. In addition, this would require a mutual agreement on health 

and safety standards (response to catastrophic events, personnel transfer, etc.) across the two 

industries to allow for coexistence on the platforms.  

Further developments will require adequate ports or "super-hubs" such as the Aberdeen Harbour or 

Peterhead Port which could provide the required space and expertise to build and store offshore 

equipment. Sharing construction bases from deep water facilities, extensive quay sides and lay down 

areas will incur large cost savings in all projects.  

Services  

There are many transferrable soft skills the O&G could transmit to the OW industry. With the 

involvement of the O&G sector with OW, decades of experience can be assimilated, time can be 

saved and mistakes avoided.  These skills include:  

 Development of services to manage an offshore construction from concept to 

production 

 Manufacturing of ancillary components and deep sea structures 

 Offshore substation designs 

 Installation of structural grouting and scour protection at the base of support 

structures 
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Array cable and export cable laying is a high-risk process for developers, investors and financiers. 

O&G knowledge on surveying skills, cable route engineering and burial experience would help 

mitigating the risks involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Laying offshore cables 

Maintaining all assets requires thorough remote monitoring practice for equipment maintenance 

and for replacements. The fact that half of the O&G assets are unmanned shows that the O&G 

industry has a high level of expertise in the area of remote monitoring. 

Building operation and monitoring ports similar to the O&G industry are needed. Activities such as 

inspection, repair, maintenance, surveying, diving support, offshore logistics and subsea services will 

be needed. 

On the other hand, the OW sector is known to have a stronger operational efficiency than the O&G 

industry. Indeed, the OW sector, owing to its specific business model, is built on the importance of 

keeping a high operational efficiency from start to finish. The OW sector would therefore also have 

much to offer to O&G to help them improve their operational efficiency and reduce the overall costs 

of their projects. 

Recommendation: 

 Areas where O&G and OW should exchange services are those on which they have the most 

experience, namely: construction, H&S for O&G; and cost efficiency for OW  
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4 Plenary 3: Legislative Factors 

4.1 PRESENTATIONS 

4.1.1 Key Challenges facing the Statutory Consultees (Dr Ian Davies) 

  

Figure 13 Potential Scottish Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) 

Dr Ian Davies – Marine Energy Program Advisor (Marine Scotland) 

The “Key collaborative challenges facing the Statutory Consultees” on navigation and marine safety, 

commercial fisheries and the environment were presented. Marine Scotland’s purpose is to manage 

Scotland’s seas for prosperity and environmental sustainability. Its main responsibilities include 

providing scientific support, planning and licensing.   

The main challenges within navigation and marine safety were to identify the significant issues and 

engage stakeholders early in the process. Navigational data from vessels integrated with AIS/VMS 

generated a significant amount of information on commercial and fishing vessel activity in Scottish 

waters. 

Commercial fisheries’ main challenges include resourcing effective engagement with licensing, 

dealing with cumulative effects of developments on access to fishing grounds, and understanding 

the changing patterns of fish distribution/management measures/economy.  

Finally, one of Marine Scotland’s key application assessments are studies to assess the impact of 

marine developments on protected species. However, issues were raised regarding the level of 

precaution employed in models. Similarly, the cost of research, the lack of definition for “acceptable 

levels of impact”, Cumulative Impact Assessments (CIA), the lack of environmental capacity 

measures in the planning process, and the changes in protected site landscape are all challenges for 

Marine Scotland and their Conservation advisors. 
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4.1.2 Legislative, Regulatory and Compliance Constraints (Prof. John 

Paterson) 

 

 

Professor John Paterson – Chair in Law (University of Aberdeen) 

This presentation addresses some of the legal and regulatory issues that have been raised during 

previous sessions, pointing out more specifically where there is a certain degree of uncertainty. The 

precise position in relation to legal rights on the continental shelf is not as clear as it might be, as a 

result of the compromise involved in the negotiation of the UN Convention of the Law of the Sea 

1982. The coastal state enjoys "sovereign rights", but what exactly are these rights given that a 

distinction exists in relation to the territorial sea where the coastal state enjoys "sovereignty"? For 

example hydrocarbons have been developed for 50 years on the UKCS on the basis of licences, but 

more recent developments (renewables, CCS) require both leases from The Crown Estate as well as 

licences from DECC. Why the inconsistency? What are the implications? Does the existence of the 

lease imply a claim of property rights in the UKCS? If so, what are the implications for residual 

liability for decommissioned hydrocarbon infrastructure that is allowed to remain in situ?  

With regards to the regulatory situation, it may be profoundly affected by the proposals contained in 

the Wood Review into Maximising Economic Recovery on the UKCS. It would appear that 

retrospective changes to petroleum licences are envisaged, giving a new independent regulator 

more power to compel action by licensees, specifically in relation to collaboration between projects. 

How might this impact the development of renewables? Whereas there is a clear desire for standard 

contracts in relation to the interaction between hydrocarbons and renewables, experience 

mentioned during the workshop highlighted the difficulties, as exemplified by the degree of 

commercial confidentiality that remained.  

Finally, the role of the precautionary principle can be discussed in the light of the difficulties 

confronting regulators who have to deal with complex novel technologies, in settings for which 

environmental data may be lacking. Whereas this can be misinterpreted on both sides of the 

argument as either a complete block on development until a proposal is proved to be safe, or a free 

pass for development until a hypothetical harm is proved to exist, there is a practical model of the 

principle which can be used to underpin rational decisions under uncertainty. Thus, it can be asked 

whether a hypothetical harm is plausible and, if so, whether the proposed response is reasonable. 

This two-stage test leaves open all possibilities and allows for transparent debate around the 

grounds for the decision.  
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4.2 BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION 3: LEGISLATIVE FACTORS  
 

Breakout group discussions included, but were not centred on, the following topics: 

 Licences and leases 

 EIA process 

 Compensation mechanisms for fishing boats 

4.2.1 Government/Renewables/Oil & Gas: Existing legislation, licences and 

leases create ambiguity, can they be clarified? 

 

O&G require only one licence from DECC, whereas OW are subject to this licence and must obtain a 

lease from The Crown Estate, so that they are also subject to leasing conditions. Questions as to the 

ownership incurred through this lease arise as there may be existing O&G infrastructure within the 

lease block. There is still a lack of clarity surrounding this issue; policy makers have to establish 

responsibilities more explicitly.  

The issue of Scottish independence is also creating uncertainty in terms, leases, rights and subsidy 

priorities. The Crown Estate's position on independence and the legal advice they have taken 

remains uncertain as independence may affect their role as a commercial entity. However, the 

current Scottish Government has outlined that it plans to continue using The Crown Estate but 

would reassess the current management structure to provide more benefits of its activities to local 

communities.   
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Recommendation: 

 Offshore Renewables and Oil and Gas have to raise their concerns about ambiguities in 

legislation to facilitate policy actions 

 

4.2.2 Legal Regulatory: Is there a need for rationalising the scoping 

requirements of EIAs? 

 

Environmental Statements need to be reviewed to determine whether they are fit for purpose. It 

was suggested that early scoping phases, on approval by government bodies, could be left out of the 

ES and provided as supplementary information elsewhere - this would reduce the ES size 

significantly whilst still complying with the Aarhus convention. Policies will need to decide what is 

made available to the public and what is practical during the initial scoping phase. Due to increasing 

applications and the need for regulators, the overall process needs to be re-evaluated for cost and 

efficiency while maintaining a focus on key issues.  

 

Figure 14: Sensor mapping practices used for Environmental Statements 

Offshore renewables projects are subject to onshore and offshore planning compliance, which 

increases the regulatory burden. This creates a disparity between the amount of consultation 

required of the O&G industry and that of the OW.  

The perception of OW is that policy-makers are not providing them with updates on changes to 

monitoring requirements in reasonable time. OW would welcome any reduction in environmental 

monitoring costs as these are often high.   

 Recommendations: 

 Primary and secondary scoping phases of an OW development EIA should be signed off by 

Government bodies early on to reduce the overall size of the Environmental Statement  

 Proactive engagement by policy-makers with OW regarding future changes to monitoring 

programmes would be welcomed by OW, as these would bolster relations between them  
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4.2.3 Fisheries and Renewables: Fisheries-related compensatory 

arrangements are presently underdeveloped 

 

There are many forms of compensation on which the fishing industry would be open to negotiation, 

as discussed in Plenary 2 Operations. However, the fishing industry would like to be considered 

earlier in the life cycle of any offshore renewables project, rather than going through the 

compensation route. There is currently an ongoing dialogue between fisheries, offshore renewables 

and the government to achieve better articulation of the terms and conditions. For example, instead 

of receiving compensation for displacement during construction phases, the fishing industry would 

prefer to be actively engaged, from the planning phase, to determine whether there are any possible 

win-win alternatives. This could result in avoidance of large compensatory packages for fishing fleets 

if their requirements are understood and incorporated into developments. 

Recommendation: 

 Active engagement of the fishing industry at the planning phase of offshore renewable 

projects 
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5 Optimising the Collaborative Potential 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Although many issues and potential areas for collaboration were covered during the workshop, 

there are still topics that remain to be discussed and stakeholders that should be included. On the 

subject of stakeholders, ICOE research acknowledges that the inclusion of more key players from 

O&G could have provided for even more productive discussions, debates and recommendations. 

Moreover, in future events, participation from representatives of ports/harbours and the offshore 

construction vessel industry should be encouraged as this would add a further layer to the debate, 

allowing for supply chain issues to be tackled.  

It emerged from this report that the O&G industry has more to bring to the OW industry than the 

opposite. This is especially true when it comes to operational expertise and knowledge of the 

offshore environment. Ways in which the OW's business model and expertise could be applied to 

benefit the O&G industry should be explored further.  

The electrification of offshore platforms has been discussed as a potential method through which 

OW could to help platforms reduce their carbon footprints. At present, most offshore platforms rely 

on energy inefficient gas turbines (30-40% efficiency) for their electricity supply. This current system 

makes platforms less economically efficient and carbon intensive. Alternatives such as linking 

offshore platforms to the onshore grid or directly to the Offshore Wind Farms have been proposed 

as an alternative and cleaner energy. 

Many factors are likely to have a direct impact on the development of the Scottish OW industry in 

the near future. These include the deferring of power to the Marine Regions, the uncertainty around 

the issue of Scottish independence, the Control of Offshore Wind Turbine bill (currently in its second 

reading at the House of Commons).  

Consideration has to be made for the effects of climate change, especially in terms of the policies 

that will be put in place to meet emissions targets. Both Offshore Renewables and Oil and Gas 

industries will be affected by these, in very different ways, and therefore scoping of these effects is 

essential. It appears intuitive that collaboration to reduce costs should be encouraged on both parts 

to be prepared for unexpected shifts in policies and government support. 

 

5.2 SOME FINAL THOUGHTS 
The workshop identified the very real potential for collaboration between Offshore Renewables, the 

Fishing industry and the Oil and Gas industry. Key issues have been addressed and their ventilation 

fulfils the fundamental aims of the workshop. The discussions highlighted the overarching theme of 

communication and engagement among the different offshore industries as essential for safety 

offshore and for optimising the collaborative potential.  It is essential that further discussions along 

the lines of this workshop continue to raise potential constraints and opportunities, and define 

solutions to bring all offshore industries closer to mutually beneficial cooperation.  
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Burgess, Olivia (Speaker: Introduction/Moderator) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Olivia Burgess is the Marine Policy Manager at The Crown Estate. Working 

within the cross-cutting Strategy & Policy team, her role is to work with a 

variety of energy and infrastructure business activities across the marine 

estate, seeking to influence Government policy, engaging with 

stakeholders and enhancing The Crown Estate’s reputation. Olivia has 

worked at The Crown Estate for the last 6 years and, prior to this, worked 

in the field of forensic science. 

 

Professor Paul Mitchell, BSc, PhD, FEI 

Paul Mitchell has almost 30 years’ experience in conducting research, 

development and demonstration in renewable energies.  He has worked 

closely with government departments (UK Government, Scottish 

Government, Swedish Energy Agency, Singapore A*Star) and agencies, 

research institutes, international organisations (IEA), research councils 

(BBSRC, EPSRC, NERC)  and industry as programme and project manager 

developing biomass and bioenergy as an economically viable and 

sustainable source of energy.   

Paul is now leading the development of the Offshore Renewables Institute 

(ORI) which is a new research collaboration between Aberdeen, Dundee 

and Robert Gordon Universities which is addressing the issues relating to 

framing, consenting, deploying and managing offshore wind farms. He is a 

Director of the Energy Technology Partnership, a founder Director of the 

Aberdeen Renewable Energy Group (AREG), Chairman of the Scottish 

European Green Energy Centre (SEGEC) and a Director of Scottish 

Renewables. 
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William J. Cairns, MCP (MIT), DLD (Dunelm), MH, FLI, FRSA, ISOCARP, 

Director ICOE Research Limited. International strategic planner and 

pioneering environmental practitioner with over 40 years’ oil and gas 

industry experience. William Cairns is a Former President of the 

International Professional Association for Environmental Affairs, Brussels, 

Rapporteur General, World Congress in Planning, Warsaw. Directed over 

750 planning, environment and development projects including Strategic 

Environmental and Infrastructure Planning for Kazakhstan (Kashagan) 

offshore oil and gas developments and major projects including Flotta Oil 

Terminal, Sullom Voe Terminal, the Trident Missile Program at CSB Faslane 

and RNAD Coulport. He is government advisor, author, visiting professor, 

CEO of Cairns-ICL and Chairman and Editor-in-Chief of ICOE. 

Dr Gareth Davies is the Managing Director of Aquatera: a private 

consultancy group specialising in environmental energy-related 

consultancy and surveying activity. Initially trained as a marine biologist, 

and completing a PhD in Deep Sea Biology, Davies has now worked as an 

environmental consultant for over 20 years. He has since completed over 

350 projects covering a wide range of environmental and operational 

topics. He is renowned for innovative thinking, unbounded enthusiasm 

and commitment to finding solutions. Gareth has worked in many areas of 

the world including Sakhalin, the Caspian Sea, the Mediterranean Sea, 

South America and many island groups. 

John Watt had been involved in the fishing industry for over 20 years, 

before taking on the full time role of SFF Industry Advisor in 2012. 

One of John’s roles within SFF is to meet with the Oil and Gas and 

Renewables Industries to discuss up-and-coming projects, ensuring that 

post-development or upon decommissioning, fishermen can fish as safely 

as possible on returning to these areas.   

John designed the Chain Mat for SFF Services in 2000 which has become 

an essential tool for over-trawlability trials, debris recovery and post 

decommissioning sweeps. 
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Hywel’s professional background spans work with operators, utilities, 

consultancies, industry, government bodies, and NGO’s. Hywel has 

managed the permitting and consenting processes for a range of large 

offshore energy infrastructure projects. After 10 years working within the 

offshore oil and gas (O&G) sector, Hywel switched to the offshore wind 

sector in 2012. Hywel’s main responsibility at DONG Energy has been to 

oversee and manage the human environment aspects of DONG Energy’s in 

development, and under-construction, offshore wind farms. Focus areas 

have included aviation, helicopter access, O&G, other offshore licensed 

activities, marine archaeology, and commercial fisheries. Hywel’s work at 

DONG Energy has focussed on the following projects located in UK waters: 

Walney Extension, Burbo Bank Extension, Westermost Rough, Celtic Array, 

Hornsea, and Race Bank. 

Hywel has worked within DONG Energy UK’s Environment and Consent 

team providing the lead interface point with the O&G industry since 

joining in 2012. This work has included interfacing with a range of O&G 

operators’ in the Irish Sea and elsewhere, with a focus on the Burbo Bank 

Extension, and Walney Extension, developments. 

 

Dr Ian Davies has worked as the Programme Manager for Marine 

Renewable Energy at Marine Scotland Science for the past 4 years; his 

position there is in line with a long career focussed on the interactions of 

human activities with the marine environment. With an MA in Natural 

Sciences from Queens' College, University of Cambridge, behind him, Ian 

Davies spent the next 4 years on a PhD in Marine Geochemistry at the 

University of Edinburgh before moving to the then DAFS Marine 

Laboratory in Aberdeen.  As Renewable Energy Programme Manager, he is 

responsible for a range of research and monitoring projects, and for advice 

on renewables to the Scottish Government marine planning, policy and 

licensing teams.  Dr Davies represents the Scottish Government on 

renewables science in national and international contexts. He has an 

active publication record, and maintains academic links through 

supervision of MSc and PhD students. 
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John Paterson is Professor of Law at the University of Aberdeen. He co-

directs the Centre for Energy Law as well as Aberdeen's involvement in the 

North Sea Energy Law Programme with Greg Gordon. His research has 

covered systems theory, the regulation of risk, governance in the EU, 

corporate governance and energy law. He has been involved in a number 

of international projects both in research and teaching. He has provided 

specialist training in oil and gas law and corporate governance for the 

corporate sector, expert advice in international arbitration, and 

consultancy to international organisations. He is series editor (together 

with Professor Julian Webb) of the Law, Science and Society series 

published by Routledge-Cavendish. 

 

Mick Borwell is Oil & Gas UK's Environmental Issues Director. Mick has 

responsibility for liaison with government departments and guides 

industry towards an understanding of the environmental risks of 

exploration and production activities. 

Prior to being appointed in this role at Oil & Gas UK, Mick worked as 

Assistant Director, Environment, for eight years. He entered the upstream 

oil and gas industry in 1989 in a consultancy position with BP and then 

worked at Occidental and Elf, where he had responsibility for 

environment, occupational health and the management of exploration in 

environmentally sensitive areas. 

Mick graduated as a marine biologist from Heriot Watt University in 

Edinburgh and spent three years in benthic biology research before 

becoming a consultant with the Institute of Offshore Engineering, working 

mainly on seabed surveys. 

Professor Patrick Corbett, the BG Group Professor of Carbonate Petroleum 

Geoengineering at Heriot-Watt University, has over 30 years of experience 

as a Geologist in Oil and Gas. Patrick is also the Co-Director of the 

International Centre for Carbonate Reservoirs and the Head of the Energy 

Academy at Heriot-Watt. His long term research interests involve 

integration of reservoir geoscience, petrophysics, geophysics and reservoir 

engineering with particular focus on static dynamic integration and recent 

focus on Carbonates. His wider involvements include future trends of the 

oil and gas industry in the wider energy interest.   
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Cairns William J  ICOE Research Ltd Editor in Chief 

Conry Allan  Scottish Enterprise Senior Executive (Oil, Gas & Offshore Wind) 

Corbett Patrick Heriot Watt University Professor of Carbonate Petroleum Geoengineering 

Davies Ian  Marine Scotland Marine Renewable Energy Program Manager 

Gilmour Phil Marine Scotland Head of Marine and Offshore Renewable Energy 

Hayes Peter  Marine Scotland Offshore Energy Environmental Manager 

Huff Sean  SeaEnergy PLC Principal Consultant 

May Roger  Marine Scotland Marine Renewable Section Leader 

Mitchell Paul C University of Aberdeen Director of Institute of Energy Technologies 

Moore Michelle  The Crown Estate Marine Asset Planning Manager 

Norman Rose  ICOE Research Ltd Research Analyst 

Otieno Rosemary  ICOE Research Ltd Research Analyst 

Paterson John  University of Aberdeen Chair in Law 

Percival Nathanael  Marine Management Organisation Marine Planner 

Ritchie Alexander B  Scottish Fisherman's Federation Fishing Industry Representative 

Roberts Hywel  Dong Energy Environment and Consents Manager 

Scott Beth  University of Aberdeen Senior Lecturer in Marine Ecology 

Sultana Ilona  Offshore Renewables Institute Environmental and Energy Engineer 

Tam Kevin ICOE Research Ltd Research Analyst 

Taylor Alan  Babcock International Group Head of Renewables Engineering Group 

Thompson Paul  University of Aberdeen Chair in Zoology 

Tippett Arron ICOE Research Ltd Research Analyst 

Veenboer Jacco  Fugro EMU Consultancy Manager 

Warwick Colin  The Crown Estate National Fisheries Liaison Officer 

Watt John  Scottish Fisherman's Federation Industry Advisor 

Wiggins Kenny  SeaEnergy PLC Head of Marine and Offshore Renewable Energy 

Whitbread Katie British Geological Survey Sedimentary Geologist/ Geomorphologist 

Woodham Annette  Xodus Marine Environmental Consultant 
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7 Image Gallery 

 

Photo 1: Mick Borwell and William Cairns at Workshop registration 

 

 

Photo 2: William Cairns (Workshop Organiser) and Prof. Paul Mitchell (Workshop Chairman) 
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Photo 3: Olivia Burgess presenting the workshop aims 

 

Photo 4: William Cairns presenting the workshop structure   
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Photo 5: Prof. Paul Mitchell presenting the overview of collaboration potential 

 

Photo 6: Group A moderated by Olivia Burgess (bottom right). 
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Photo 7: John Watt presenting “challenges of the fishing industry” 

 
Photo 8: Lunch at St Leonard’s Hall provided by Edinburgh First 
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Photo 9: Annette Woodham (left) and John Watt (Right) 

 

Photo 10: Jacco Veenboer (left) and Prof. John Paterson (right) 
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Photo 11: Dr Ian Davies presenting “Key challenges facing the statutory consultees” 

 

Photo 12: Participants during Plenary 2 
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Photo 13: Prof. John Paterson presenting “Legislative, Regulatory and Compliance Constraints” 

 

Photo 14: Prof. John Paterson (left) and Prof. Patrick Corbett (right) 
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10 Appendices 

10.1 Workshop Timetable 
Start Finish Title Speakers Organisation 

09.30 10.00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE 

10.00 10.10 Welcome and Introduction 

Aims of the Workshop 

ICOE EHS Management Project 

Prof. Paul Mitchell 
 
Olivia Burgess 
 
William Cairns 

Chairman 
 

The Crown Estate 
 

ICOE EHS Management  

10.10 10.30 The Interfaces between Oil and Gas and 
Renewables 

Prof. Paul Mitchell Offshore Renewables 
Institute 

SESSION 1 

10.30 10.50 Plenary Issue 1: Spatial Factors  
Competition for the Surface, Seabed and Water 
Column 

 

Dr Gareth Davies 

 

 

Aquatera 

10.50 11.50 Groups A, B, C & D Breakout Session and Reports 

SESSION 2 

11.50 12.10 Plenary Issue 2: Operational Factors  
Challenges facing the Fishing Industry 

 

Oil & Gas and Offshore Wind: The potential for 
happy co-existence 

 
 

John Watt 
 
 
Hywel Roberts  

 
 

Scottish Fishermen’s 
Federation 

 
Dong Energy 

12.10 13.10 Groups A, B, C & D Breakout Session and Reports 

 

13.10 14.10 LUNCH 

SESSION 2 

14.10 14.30 Plenary Issue 3: Legislative Factors 
Key Challenges facing the Statutory Consultees 
 
Legislative, Regulatory and Compliance Constraints 

 

Dr Ian Davies 
 

Prof. John Paterson 

 
 

Marine Scotland 

 
University of Aberdeen  

14.30 15.30 Groups A, B, C & D Breakout Session and Reports 

 

15.30 15.45 TEA 

SESSION 4 

15.45 16.45 Plenary Conclusions  
Moderators of Groups A, B, C & D 
Reports: Fifteen Minute Summaries of Key 
Issues, Conclusions and Recommendations 

Moderators 

Olivia Burgess 
Mick Borwell 
Patrick Corbett 
Prof. John Paterson 
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10.2 Presentation slides 
Presentation slides are available online at:  

1.1.1 Aims of the workshop (Prof Paul Mitchell): 

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WiAF1Jy

Xy6%2f%2fUTombJxmUO9qZwWFy40efLizlWbXGbc%3d&docid=067a2454807634d15ab9a789d9aa3

1360 

1.1.2 The Interfaces between Oil & Gas and Renewables (Olivia Burgess)  

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=GZEC1JX

ZHcZzc1D8kWoQJXQ22GpONY%2bDFZSb6lJga0k%3d&docid=073c0a834efbd479e9d4469a213f70e9

8 

2.1.1 Competition for the Surface, Seabed and Water Column (Dr Gareth Davies, presented by Prof 

Paul Mitchell in Gareth’s absence) 

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=YL7G9Jr

eqhIuZQFO3cv5bty1dCFNCkaHPXk4BGl9TgA%3d&docid=08549414787e249b1816ce965c85dfe15 

3.1.1 Challenges facing the Fishing Industry (John Watt) 

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WrpjrJQ

ranEX3z%2bFVQh5Y%2bZynFb0OVdTMP9WEho0cBA%3d&docid=09d01c4abb1cf475dab87b23842a

06c63 

3.1.2 Oil & Gas and Offshore Wind: The potential for happy co-existence (Hywel Roberts) 

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=53JewqF

bwBPFtcjG2atbxGrl1%2fK9nRteazMgFm1wybI%3d&docid=04511d226fd434887bec8032f1490068b 

4.1.1 Key Challenges facing the Statutory Consultees (Dr Ian Davies) 

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=wpL0Ky

RkUsg2IesnPPxEgr2SO9nVgO8T2SBLTfksqjg%3d&docid=06d73ab8d94b3480aa07098875acd9372 

 

 

 

 

 

Workshop proceeding compiled by WJ Cairns, C Hellevik, K Tam and A Tippett and produced by ICOE 
research for The Crow Estate. March 2014 

https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WiAF1JyXy6%2f%2fUTombJxmUO9qZwWFy40efLizlWbXGbc%3d&docid=067a2454807634d15ab9a789d9aa31360
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WiAF1JyXy6%2f%2fUTombJxmUO9qZwWFy40efLizlWbXGbc%3d&docid=067a2454807634d15ab9a789d9aa31360
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WiAF1JyXy6%2f%2fUTombJxmUO9qZwWFy40efLizlWbXGbc%3d&docid=067a2454807634d15ab9a789d9aa31360
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=GZEC1JXZHcZzc1D8kWoQJXQ22GpONY%2bDFZSb6lJga0k%3d&docid=073c0a834efbd479e9d4469a213f70e98
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=GZEC1JXZHcZzc1D8kWoQJXQ22GpONY%2bDFZSb6lJga0k%3d&docid=073c0a834efbd479e9d4469a213f70e98
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=GZEC1JXZHcZzc1D8kWoQJXQ22GpONY%2bDFZSb6lJga0k%3d&docid=073c0a834efbd479e9d4469a213f70e98
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=YL7G9JreqhIuZQFO3cv5bty1dCFNCkaHPXk4BGl9TgA%3d&docid=08549414787e249b1816ce965c85dfe15
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=YL7G9JreqhIuZQFO3cv5bty1dCFNCkaHPXk4BGl9TgA%3d&docid=08549414787e249b1816ce965c85dfe15
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WrpjrJQranEX3z%2bFVQh5Y%2bZynFb0OVdTMP9WEho0cBA%3d&docid=09d01c4abb1cf475dab87b23842a06c63
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WrpjrJQranEX3z%2bFVQh5Y%2bZynFb0OVdTMP9WEho0cBA%3d&docid=09d01c4abb1cf475dab87b23842a06c63
https://icoe.sharepoint.com/Renewables/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WrpjrJQranEX3z%2bFVQh5Y%2bZynFb0OVdTMP9WEho0cBA%3d&docid=09d01c4abb1cf475dab87b23842a06c63
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OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS OPERATIONS:  
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ENVIRONMENT,  

HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
 

 
 
 
The International Centre for Oil and the Environment (ICOE) has embarked on a major project to 
produce the authoritative handbook on EHS Good Practice based on North Sea and North East Atlantic. 
We plan to capture the knowledge and experience built up since the Piper Alpha North Sea disaster in 
1987. This shall be delivered in the form of a book and e-book, the latter of which shall form a dynamic 
updatable reference source. This will be made widely accessible through an e-platform which shall 
provide an industry specific interactive and accelerated ‘know-how’ exchange service. This EHS initiative 
has been triggered by the Macondo disaster in 2010 from which far reaching global realignment of 
industry EHS performance has emanated and is on-going. 

 

VOLUME ONE: POLICY, ECONOMICS & LAW 

 Section 1: EHS Practice based on North Sea Experience and Future Challenges 

 Section 2: Economics Impacts and Outlook to 2040 

 Section 3: EHS Legislation, Regulation and Global Implications 

VOLUME TWO: ENVIRONMENT, FIELD OPERATIONS & DECOMISSIONING 

 Section 4: Ecosystem Impacts and the Future Protection Measures 

 Section 5: Technological Development in Operations and Drilling 

 Section 6 Subsea Technology in Offshore Operations 

 Section 7: Decommissioning: Safety and Ecological Impacts, Removal and Disposal 

VOLUME THREE: EHS MANAGEMENT 

 Section 8: Incidents, Cause, Effects and Imperatives 

 Section 9: Offshore Risk Management 

 Section 10: Achieving EJHS Best Practice in Corporate Management 
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